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Our Master Wheel Builders have only one goal: 

to let you go faster than you've ever gone.

Whether that's on the road, off road, track, down hill or any other surface you're 

looking to shoot across. To do so each hand built wheel is carefully crafted to 

provide you with the perfect balance between durability, stability, sturdiness, 

weight and flexibility, calibrated meticulously to fit your desired activity. We could 

take you through all the science and craftsmanship behind every type of wheel, 

but there's really just one thing you need to know about them: No matter what 

you'll throw at them, they can take it. And then some. We promise.

Team FFWD
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FAC CAC

FCC FCT
Full Carbon Tubular

Ultimate competition wheel used by 

the professionals. The lightest wheels 

with the tires glued onto the rim.

Full Carbon Clincher

Full carbon wheels without any alloy 

inside. They have the looks of a tubular, 

with the benefits of a clincher. For 

enthusiasts or triathletes.

Carbon Alloy Clincher

A full carbon rim with integrated alloy 

brake surface. These wheels are mostly 

used by enthusiasts and in areas with 

less smooth or dirty roads.

Full Alloy Clincher

The FFWD set that has no carbon. 

Developed for riders who want to have 

an alloy training set, or use in the 

mountains.

FFWD by DT Swiss

The best hubs based on price and 

quality. High-end hubs with the 

least rolling resistance keep on 

going when you give them a spin.

DT240

These hubs are derived from its 

MTB version with a closed bearing 

sealing that offers many kilo-

meters of service free riding.

DT180

High-end hubs fitted with  

Ceramic bearings and a carbon 

hub shell eliminating those final 

grams off your bike.

ROad tRack cX tRi

Whether it is for road or track racing, cyclocross or triathlon, FFWD Wheels offers a broad 

range of high-end wheel sets for each type of terrain and use.

Geographic conditions, intended use and type of rider are leading when finding the right 

wheel set. Our product range offers different types of wheels with specific characteristics 

that determine whether it matches your needs.

categORies

type Of Rim

hub OptiOns

4
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6 7

INTERMEDIATE The inter-

mediate prefers wheels that are 

up for anything and easy to use. 

Alloy or carbon/alloy clinchers 

are the main choice, with bigger 

and stronger riders opting for 

additional spokes.

ADvANCED The advanced rider 

is looking for the one set he or 

she can use every day, without 

compromising on performance. 

Advanced riders tend to go for a 

maximum rim height of 45 mm.

pRO For the pro it is all about 

speed, aerodynamics and weight 

advantage, changing set-ups to 

accommodate different terrain. 

Pro riders prefer full carbon 

clinchers or tubulars with higher 

rim profiles.

Are you an avid semi-professional racer, or a non-competitive enthusiast? 

Are you riding every day, or just on Sunday mornings?

type Of RideR

The colors of FFWD have always been red, white and 

black and our initial logo is a combination of white and 

red on black.

Alternatively we offer a few options such as  

(full) White, (matt) Black and Celeste which will make 

your bike look awesome!

CELESTEBLACKRED

cOlOR scheme

WHITE

FRANCESCO "FRENK" MARTUCCI GETTING FAST  |  TEAM BACK2BACK  |  RED HOOK CRIT BROOKLYN

F6T  |       |   1650 gram  |   FFWD  |  READ MORE ABOUT FRANCESCO ON FFWD.COM
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8 9

Starting out My uncle, a former pro cy-

clist and then trainer, got me into cycling. 

At first my dad wouldn't let me train with 

him Ð he felt I wasn't up for the hard life 

of a cyclist Ð but he eventually gave in.

Hardest race So far the tour of Flanders 

was the toughest race I ever competed in.

Favourite training ground it's hard to 

pick a specific place. one of the things i 

love about being a pro cyclist is the va-

riety. We get to go to so many different 

countries to ride and compete in.

Training philosophy Never give up! 

Typical training day My year can basi-

cally be divided in competition and off-

season. During the months of competition 

I train once, maybe twice a day and spend 

the rest of my time resting and eating. in 

ªi want to give it 
my all sO i wOn't have 
any RegRets lateR On.º

Roubaix and one day finish the Tour de 

France. 

Getting there it will take a lot of hard 

work and determination. Like I said: never 

give up. I just want to give it my all so I 

won't have any regrets later on.

Role model Belgium rider Johan  

Museeuw has always been one of my idols. 

Best advice given My uncle taught me 

to always keep my eyes and ears open for 

any advice. You're never done learning.

Words of wisdom Do what you love and 

if you want something bad enough, go 

for it!

topsport-vlaanderen.be 

the off-season i train up to four times a 

day, ranging from fitness, swimming, run-

ning and riding my bike.

Weekly mileage On average I ride some 

600 km per week. 

Character As a youngster wanting to get 

into cycling but not being allowed by my 

dad, I became super determined. I just 

wanted to ride. once i got the nod, i tried 

to be as diligent as possible working on 

small details and exploring my limits.

Short-term goals Right now i focus on 

making it into a Pro tour team and repre-

senting my country at the World champi-

onship. I hope to be selected for the Men's 

Elite and will be going there with my team 

anyway for the team time trial. 

Ultimate goal I would love to win Paris-

JEllE WAllAyS (BELgIUM, 1989)  

CYCLIST TOPSPORT VLAANDEREN-BALOISE

Career highlights:  victories in Dwars door Vlaanderen, 

Paris-Tours, World Ports Classics
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10 11

High-end lightweight full alloy wheel set.  

F2A
   

FAC

 1485 gram

 DT240

 

F3R
   

FCT

 1195 gram

 FFWD // 

DT240 // DT180

  

F3R FCC
   

FCC

 1395 gram

 FFWD // 

DT240 // DT180

   

F3D
   

FCT

 1265 gram

 DT240

  

F3D FCC 
   

FCC

 1465 gram

 DT240

 

Super lightweight, the ultimate climbing wheels. 

Disc brake versions available.
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F6R-c
   

CAC

 1880 gram

 FFWD // 

DT240 // DT180

  

F6C
   

FCT

 1450 gram

 FFWD 

 

F6R FCC 
   

FCC

 1620 gram

 FFWD // 

DT240 // DT180

  

F6R 
   

FCT

 1380 gram

 FFWD // 

DT240 // DT180

   

F6C-c
   

CAC

 1945 gram

 FFWD 

 

F6T 
   

FCT

 1650 gram

 FFWD 

 

Aerodynamic and stiff wheels for those who are looking for speed.The best all-round wheels, aerodynamic yet easy to  

handle in all conditions. Disc brake versions available.

F4R-c
   

CAC

 1695 gram

 FFWD // 

DT240 // DT180

  

F4R  
   

FCT

 1300 gram

 FFWD // 

DT240 // DT180

  

F4R FCC  
   

FCC

 1485 gram

 FFWD // 

DT240 // DT180

  

F4D 
   

FCT

 1370 gram

 DT240 

 

F4D FCC 
   

FCC

 1600 gram

 DT240 
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14 15

DARC™ Technology stands for 

`Double Arc' which refers to the 

shape and design of the FFWD 

carbon rim.

FFWD Wheels introduces new 

Confidence Brake Technology: CBT

The revolutionary DARC™ profile 

dramatically improves aerodynamics 

by reducing drag around the wheel in 

both frontal and cross wind conditions.  

By nature, air has a tendency to stick 

to the surfaces it flows over which 

causes drag.  

Our Double Arc rim profile is designed 

to achieve optimal aerodynamics by 

go faster with the power to 

stop! The new FFWD Confidence 

Brake Technology (CBT) delivers 

an improved modulation and 

reliability with an increase in 

stopping power by 30%. This 

technology will provide the rider 

with consistent and responsive 

braking control in all conditions. 

going faster starts with the 

confidence that you can!

creating a negative pressure section 

that, in turn, compresses the airflow 

over positive section.  

This will increase the pressure 

similarily to the topside of an airfoil. 

Increased pressure results in a faster 

airflow and less resistance on the 

wheel which reduces the drag. 

DARC™ Technology offers an 

aerodynamic advantage, improved 

handling, and increased lateral 

stiffness and is utilized on the F4, F6 

and F9 series.

aeROdynamics, duRability and stiffness aRe just a few Of the elements  

that dRive the technOlOgies at ffwd wheels.

technOlOgy
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16 17

each ffwd wheel is 

caRefully handcRafted 

tO pROvide yOu with the 

peRfect balance between 

duRability, stability, 

stuRdiness, weight and 

fleXibility, calibRated 

meticulOusly tO fit yOuR 

desiRed activity. 

nO matteR what yOu'll 

thROw at them, they can 

take it. and then sOme.

hand built
in holland

talent
suppORt
Since 2010 FFWD Wheels has been part 

of the professional peloton, taking part 

in grand Tours and the famous spring 

classics, resulting in great moments 

and victories. Many of our athletes, 

whether it  is in road racing, track, 

cyclocross or triathlon, rode to success 

on FFWD wheels. For the future 

supporting talents and developing our 

products will remain the focus of FFWD 

Wheels.

From their home town Zwolle in 

The Netherlands, FFWD Wheels has 

grown into a company with a global 

distribution network.

F4 special 
silveR editiOn

custOm decals, full caRbOn hubs and stRaight pull 

spOkes make this set the lightest in its kind.
     |    1145 gram  |   DT180 
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cRash 
Replacement 

policy
In case of bad luck, FFWD supports you by offering replacement rims for 

half the regular price. This is on top of the 2-year warranty if you have 

registered your wheels as first owner. Read more on FFWD.COM

BRIAN vAN GOETHEM GETTING FAST  |  TEAM ROOMPOT ORANjE PELOTON  |  TOUR OF FLANDERS

F4R  |       |   1300 gram  |   DT240

READ MORE ABOUT TEAM ROOMPOT ORANjE PELETON ON FFWD.COM
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20 21

F9R 
   

FCT

 1605 gram

 FFWD // 

DT240 // DT180

 

F9R FCC 
   

FCC

 1810 gram

 FFWD // 

DT240 // DT180

 

F9T 
   

FCT

 1965 gram

 FFWD 

 

More aerodynamic, the best choice for  

maintaining high speed.

   

FCT

 780 gram

 FFWD

 

Most aerodynamic front wheel for time trial or triathlon.

   

FCT

 1850 gram

 FFWD

 

Stiff, aerodynamic and lightweight set for peloton 

races on the track.

   

FCT

 825 gram

 FFWD

 

Most stiff and aerodynamic front wheel for track sprinters.
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DISC-c 
   

CAC

 1390 gram

 FFWD 

 

DISC FCC 
   

FCC

 1485 gram

 FFWD 

 

DISC 
   

FCT

 1240 gram

 FFWD 

 

DISC-T 
   

FCT

 1320 gram

 FFWD 

 

Stiff and aerodynamic, for time trial and triathlon on the road. 

Even more stiffness in both front and rear wheel for the track.
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Starting out i  was swimming com-

petitively until I was nineteen years old, 

with my best performance a 7th at the 

European Youth Olympics. When I saw a 

tV-special on triathlon i was completely 

fascinated and pretty much hooked.

Hardest race the hardest races i was 

ever involved in have to be the 2015 

ironman Frankfurt and the 2011 iron-

man Hawaii. Both races were held in 

extremely hot conditions which proved 

to be a real challenge for me weighing 

in over 80 kilos.

Favourite training ground The best 

place for me to train is where I live in 

Limburg in the south of Holland. It's 

a great setting both for running and 

cycling. As for competition, any place 

with nice stable weather and not too 

much wind will do. i hate rain and windy 

conditions.

Training philosophy Just go hard! If 

you feel you are struggling on the bike, 

switch to your biggest gear and push 

hard. All problems will go away. 

Typical training day on a normal day 

of training we start out at 6 or 7am 

with a good 90 minutes of swimming 

4 to 5 km. At around 9am we do a 1 to 

2 hour run of some 15 to 30 km. in the 

afternoon we ride anywhere from 1.5 to 

4 hours.

Weekly mileage On average I swim up 

to 20 km a week, run about 80 km and 

ride some 500 km. 

Drive As long as I am improving physi-

cally and feel i can still push myself, i 

will be competing.

Short-term goals I am currently striv-

ing for a top 10 finish at the 2015 World 

championship ironman in Kona, Hawaii 

this October. 

Ultimate goal A top 5 finish at the 

ironman Worlds in Hawaii.

Getting there Making that a reality will 

take some extra percentage in terms of 

hard work and performance. But you 

also need a bit of luck in the actual race. 

A lot can happen in triathlon.

Role model there is no one in particu-

lar I look up to. I just like to focus on 

myself and push myself to the limit. 

Best advice given Rocky Balboa: 'It's 

not about how hard you hit, it's about 

how hard you can hit and keep moving 

forward.'

Words of wisdom Push yourself. try to 

go further and faster everyday.

team4talent.com

ªtRy tO gO 
fuRtheR and    
FasteR eveRyday.º

BAS DIEDEREN 

(BELgIUM, 1980)  

TRIATHLETE 

TEAM4TALENT

Career highlights: 

victory Ironman 

Maastricht 2015,

3rd place Ironman 

European 

Championship 2013, 

4th place Ironman 

European 

Championship 2015
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F2A Full Alloy Clincher 670 815 1485 22 22,0 20/24 Classic Radial 2 Cross 2 Cross 282 290 289 DT240

F3R Full Carbon Tubular 535 660 1195 30 22,4 20/24 Classic Radial 2 Cross 2 Cross 270 280 278 FFWD, DT240, DT180  

F3R FCC Full Carbon Clincher 635 760 1395 30 22,4 20/24 Classic Radial 2 Cross 2 Cross 270 280 278 FFWD, DT240, DT180  

F3D Full Carbon Tubular 565 700 1265 30 22,4 24/24 Straight Pull 2 Cross 2 Cross 2 Cross 284 284 284 DT240 CL  

F3D FCC Full Carbon Clincher 665 800 1465 30 22,4 24/24 Straight Pull 2 Cross 2 Cross 2 Cross 284 284 284 DT240 CL  

F4R-c Carbon Alloy Clincher 785 910 1695 45 22,4 20/24 Classic Radial 2 Cross 2 Cross 258 266 264 YES FFWD, DT240, DT180  

F4R Full Carbon Tubular 595 705 1300 45 22,4 20/24 Classic Radial 2 Cross 2 Cross 258 266 264 YES FFWD, DT240, DT180    

F4R FCC Full Carbon Clincher 680 805 1485 45 22,4 20/24 Classic Radial 2 Cross 2 Cross 256 266 264 YES FFWD, DT240, DT180    

F4D Full Carbon Tubular 625 745 1370 45 22,4 28/28 Classic 2 Cross 2 Cross 2 Cross 264 262 262 262 YES DT240 CL  

F4D FCC Full Carbon Clincher 750 850 1600 45 22,4 28/28 Classic 2 Cross 2 Cross 2 Cross 264 262 262 260 YES DT240 CL

F4R SpECIAl Full Carbon Tubular 520 645 1165 45 22,4 20/24 Straight Pull Radial Radial 3 Cross 264 264 272 YES DT180 CARBON SILVER

F6R-c Carbon Alloy Clincher 880 1000 1880 58 22,4 20/24 Classic Radial 2 Cross 2 Cross 244 254 252 YES FFWD, DT240, DT180    

F6R Full Carbon Tubular 615 765 1380 60 22,4 20/24 Classic Radial 2 Cross 2 Cross 242 252 250 YES FFWD, DT240, DT180    

F6R FCC Full Carbon Clincher 740 880 1620 60 22,4 20/24 Classic Radial 2 Cross 2 Cross 242 252 250 YES FFWD, DT240, DT180    

F6T Full Carbon Tubular 785 865 1650 60 22,4 24/28 Classic Radial 2 Cross 2 Cross 234 244 244 YES FFWD

F6C-c Carbon Alloy Clincher 880 1065 1945 58 22,4 24/28 Classic Radial 2 Cross 2 Cross 244 254 252 YES FFWD

F6C Full Carbon Tubular 650 800 1450 60 22,4 24/28 Classic Radial 2 Cross 2 Cross 242 250 248 YES FFWD

F9R Full Carbon Tubular 675 930 1605 90 22,4 20/24 Classic Radial Radial 2 Cross 214 210 220 YES FFWD, DT240, DT180  

F9R FCC Full Carbon Clincher 850 960 1810 90 22,4 20/24 Classic Radial Radial 2 Cross 214 210 220 YES FFWD, DT240, DT180  

F9T Full Carbon Tubular 960 1005 1965 90 22,4 24/28 Classic Radial 2 Cross 2 Cross 202 216 216 YES FFWD

THREE Full Carbon Tubular 780 60 20,0 FFWD  

FOUR-T Full Carbon Tubular 910 940 1850 45 20,0 FFWD

FIvE-T Full Carbon Tubular 825 55 19,6 FFWD

DISC-c Carbon Alloy Clincher 1390 20,0 FFWD  

DISC Full Carbon Tubular 1240 22,4 FFWD  

DISC FCC Full Carbon Clincher 1485 22,4 FFWD  

DISC-T Full Carbon Tubular 1320 20,0 FFWD

Disclaimer
 Please note that weights of handbuilt products may be different per piece and may vary +/- 5%
 Weight in grams based on DT240 hubs unless specs differ
 Some specs come as running change
 Spoke length based on 14mm nipples
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F2A Full Alloy Clincher 670 815 1485 22 22,0 20/24 Classic Radial 2 Cross 2 Cross 282 290 289 DT240

F3R Full Carbon Tubular 535 660 1195 30 22,4 20/24 Classic Radial 2 Cross 2 Cross 270 280 278 FFWD, DT240, DT180  

F3R FCC Full Carbon Clincher 635 760 1395 30 22,4 20/24 Classic Radial 2 Cross 2 Cross 270 280 278 FFWD, DT240, DT180  

F3D Full Carbon Tubular 565 700 1265 30 22,4 24/24 Straight Pull 2 Cross 2 Cross 2 Cross 284 284 284 DT240 CL  

F3D FCC Full Carbon Clincher 665 800 1465 30 22,4 24/24 Straight Pull 2 Cross 2 Cross 2 Cross 284 284 284 DT240 CL  

F4R-c Carbon Alloy Clincher 785 910 1695 45 22,4 20/24 Classic Radial 2 Cross 2 Cross 258 266 264 YES FFWD, DT240, DT180  

F4R Full Carbon Tubular 595 705 1300 45 22,4 20/24 Classic Radial 2 Cross 2 Cross 258 266 264 YES FFWD, DT240, DT180    

F4R FCC Full Carbon Clincher 680 805 1485 45 22,4 20/24 Classic Radial 2 Cross 2 Cross 256 266 264 YES FFWD, DT240, DT180    

F4D Full Carbon Tubular 625 745 1370 45 22,4 28/28 Classic 2 Cross 2 Cross 2 Cross 264 262 262 262 YES DT240 CL  

F4D FCC Full Carbon Clincher 750 850 1600 45 22,4 28/28 Classic 2 Cross 2 Cross 2 Cross 264 262 262 260 YES DT240 CL

F4R SpECIAl Full Carbon Tubular 520 645 1165 45 22,4 20/24 Straight Pull Radial Radial 3 Cross 264 264 272 YES DT180 CARBON SILVER

F6R-c Carbon Alloy Clincher 880 1000 1880 58 22,4 20/24 Classic Radial 2 Cross 2 Cross 244 254 252 YES FFWD, DT240, DT180    

F6R Full Carbon Tubular 615 765 1380 60 22,4 20/24 Classic Radial 2 Cross 2 Cross 242 252 250 YES FFWD, DT240, DT180    

F6R FCC Full Carbon Clincher 740 880 1620 60 22,4 20/24 Classic Radial 2 Cross 2 Cross 242 252 250 YES FFWD, DT240, DT180    

F6T Full Carbon Tubular 785 865 1650 60 22,4 24/28 Classic Radial 2 Cross 2 Cross 234 244 244 YES FFWD

F6C-c Carbon Alloy Clincher 880 1065 1945 58 22,4 24/28 Classic Radial 2 Cross 2 Cross 244 254 252 YES FFWD

F6C Full Carbon Tubular 650 800 1450 60 22,4 24/28 Classic Radial 2 Cross 2 Cross 242 250 248 YES FFWD

F9R Full Carbon Tubular 675 930 1605 90 22,4 20/24 Classic Radial Radial 2 Cross 214 210 220 YES FFWD, DT240, DT180  

F9R FCC Full Carbon Clincher 850 960 1810 90 22,4 20/24 Classic Radial Radial 2 Cross 214 210 220 YES FFWD, DT240, DT180  

F9T Full Carbon Tubular 960 1005 1965 90 22,4 24/28 Classic Radial 2 Cross 2 Cross 202 216 216 YES FFWD

THREE Full Carbon Tubular 780 60 20,0 FFWD  

FOUR-T Full Carbon Tubular 910 940 1850 45 20,0 FFWD

FIvE-T Full Carbon Tubular 825 55 19,6 FFWD

DISC-c Carbon Alloy Clincher 1390 20,0 FFWD  

DISC Full Carbon Tubular 1240 22,4 FFWD  

DISC FCC Full Carbon Clincher 1485 22,4 FFWD  

DISC-T Full Carbon Tubular 1320 20,0 FFWD

Disclaimer
 Please note that weights of handbuilt products may be different per piece and may vary +/- 5%
 Weight in grams based on DT240 hubs unless specs differ
 Some specs come as running change
 Spoke length based on 14mm nipples
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